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Thanksgiving is a time for families to express gratitude for all of their blessings, including their pets.

Just like we feed our human family members to demonstrate our love, why not do the same for our

canine family members? To reward your pet this Thanksgiving, check out this list of healthful and

delectable dog treats. Continue reading to learn more!

1. THREE DOG BAKERY SOFT-BAKED WOOFERS (PUPPIES)

The Three Dog Bakery Lick'n Crunch Sandwich Cookies in carob and

peanut butter taste are a high-quality dog treat free of artificial flavors.

Instead of baking dog biscuits from scratch, these are a terrific

alternative. These low-cost Three Dog Bakery treats are ideal for dogs

with grain intolerances since they are prepared from scratch in the USA

using only natural ingredients, with no artificial additives or grains added.

Other than being highly nutritious and rich in minerals, pumpkin puree is

also a great source of sweetness. Not to add, you get more bang for your

dollars. The 12-pack on Amazon is only $12.10, making it a wonderful

price...

2.  WERUVA : LET’S GIVE EM PUMPKIN TO TALK ABOUT

If you'd like to spoil your dog for the entire Thanksgiving holiday, this is the perfect option. It features

chicken broth, Amazon liver, beef, and salmon, all combined with pumpkin to give it that Thanksgiving

flavor. Your dog will love the Weruva food pack because it provides a delicious Thanksgiving-themed

dinner every day.

https://profpetsit.com/pumpkin-pet/


There are no grains, genetically modified organisms (GMOs), or carrageenan in any of these items.

This product, which costs over $30, will last your dog for up to 12 days on one supply. A growing

number of dog owners who have selective eaters or dogs with sensitive stomachs praise the product.

3.BLUE DOG BAKERY PUN’KIN SOUFFLE

For dogs of all ages, nothing beats pumpkin-flavored goodies, and those

from Blue Dog Bakery don't let you down. Senior dogs, whose teeth may

need softer food due to their advanced age, may appreciate extra-soft

Thanksgiving goodies, too. Our hats go out to Blue Dog Bakery for using

sustainably sourced palm oil in the production of this product. These

baked softies are on sale for $3.89 at Amazon.

4. BLUE DOG BAKERY HARVESTS PUPPIES for Puppy Bite Treats

These puppy-friendly snacks are made with extra tenderness and care

for your pup, unlike the rest of the goods on this list, which are for adult

dogs. Pumpkin-flavored puppy and small dog treats from Blue Dog Bakery are inexpensive and made

in the United States. Customers have only but good things to say about them.

Because they're small, spongy, and chewy, you don't have to worry about common allergens like

wheat or soy when eating them. Pumpkin dominates the flavor profile of these Thanksgiving-themed

dog treats for your pooch. On Amazon, a box of six packets costs $30.29.

5. PLATO TURKEY AND CRANBERRY DOG TREATS are made with real turkey and cranberries.

These low-cost Thanksgiving treats combine sweet and savory flavors

delectably. Many consumers say the product is their dog's favorite because of

the popular Thanksgiving flavor combination of turkey and cranberries.

Our turkey & cranberry dog treats are soft, breakable, and a pleasure to chew

because they're created in the United States. These burgers are produced with

real beef and cranberries and include no artificial chemicals or starches

because they are air-dried rather than cooked. With the protein, fiber,

vitamins, and minerals in cranberries, the urinary system is kept in good

shape. On Amazon, a complete set costs $16.52.

https://profpetsit.com/dog-treat-recipes-and-more-on-kindle/
https://profpetsit.com/my-dog-is-peeing-all-over-my-house/


CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION!

THIS MONTH’S
TOP STORIES

Pet-Proofing Tips for the Holidays

For the sake of your pet's safety, most pet owners have
experienced some type of con�ict between their furry
member of the family and Christmas decor (s). It's
critical to know where seasonal household concerns
may be discovered around your Christmas tree, winter
festival decorations, and holiday decorations to protect

curious pets from harm. Read on to learn tips on how
to pet-proof during holidays.

Evade hazardous décor

Candles' warm glow may help lift your mood, but they
can also burn your pet or trigger a house �re. When
using candles, make sure they are kept on a high shelf
and only lit when you are in the room. As a �nal word

https://profpetsit.com/employment/
https://profpetsit.com/cats-stuck-in-trees/


of caution, pet owners should keep an eye out for their
animals while they are around some winter holiday
plants. Poinsettias, holly berries, pine needles, and lilies
are all poisonous to pets if consumed, so keep them out
of reach.

Ensure you communicate with your holiday guests to
prevent them from
sneaking your pet
any alcohol or
snacks that could
cause your pet
unhappiness during
the holidays. Keep in
mind that overnight
guests may have
access to drugs and
other personal items
that should be kept
locked up. When
you're not home,
use a crate or
con�ne your pets to
a small area to
prevent them from
destroying your
holiday decor or stealing your presents.

Elongate the holiday tree

It is essential to use a large pot or pedestal to elevate the
tree so that pets can't tip it over, drink the water (which
is frequently described as poisonous), or be attracted to
low-hanging ornaments. If you're using a real tree, be
aware that the water from the tree can contain tree sap,
which can make pets sick if they drink it.

Cover the dish with plastic or foil to prevent pets out
of the tree water. Elongation or uplifting of the
Christmas tree may help avoid dangerous falls from
pets like cats which can easily jump from place to place.

Avoid the tinsel

Shiny tinsel may be tempting to curious kittens, but it's
poisonous if swallowed. If a cat or dog swallows a piece
of tinsel, it might cause intestinal blockage,
dehydration, and vomiting.

Stabilize and a�rm the
décor

Whatever decorations you
choose to use, ensure sure pets
cannot get to them. A typical
tree stand won't work if you've
got a highly determined cat;
instead, secure wreaths and
garlands using tape. The goal is
to keep things out of the reach
of your playful animals.

Use non-toxic décor and
stu�

Instead of using ribbons, use
silver duct tape, non-toxic
native trees, and recyclable
paper ornaments. Paper may

not be as glistening, but it's still elegant, plus it's one
less thing for pets to be drawn to.

Beware of  the electric codes

As a result of seeing several burned mouths caused by
electric shock and having two pets chew through them,
I'm extra careful about keeping pets away from wires
now. During the holidays, I use twinkly
battery-operated inside lights instead of heavy-duty
plastic liners. Chewing through these will only cause so
much destruction.

https://profpetsit.com/why-does-my-cat-eat-strange-things/


Breed Spotlight: Boykin Spaniel
Boykin Spaniels are a medium-sized dog breed that originated in South Carolina's Wateree River

Swamp as a hunting dog for wild turkeys and ducks. Hunting parties in South Carolina found and

improved on the breed in the early 1900s, making it the state dog. Read on to discover more about

this amazing breed of dog.

Boykin Spaniel Personality and Appearance

In terms of size, the Boykin Spaniel is similar to the Cocker Spaniel only that it weighs significantly

more due to its wider frame. Males' wither height and a weight range between 39–43 cm and 14–18

kg, respectively. In comparison to males, females are smaller, measuring 36–42 cm and weighing

11–16 kg respectively.

The tail of a three-day-old puppy is traditionally docked off, leaving about a third of it intact. The eyes

catch the attention right away because they're so bright and inviting. Bright gold to dark amber are

the shades you'll find. Before a few months of age, puppies' eyes will be milky bluish-gold to amber. A

choice of two colors is available for the coat: either liver or chocolate.

Temperament and Social setting

https://profpetsit.com/cost-of-owning-a-pet/
https://profpetsit.com/11-steps-to-do-before-bringing-puppy-home/


The Boykin Spaniel is a well-mannered, outgoing dog that makes an excellent companion for children

and their families. They are a cinch to train and a real champ at it. They are also great with kids and

other dogs. They've been dubbed "energetic with amazing endurance" by some people.

Because of this, they may thrive in a wide range of surroundings as long as they have lots of social

interaction and time to expend stored energy. They don't become easily aggressive, and they're

amiable and willing to please. However, they're attention seekers but good dogs, nonetheless.

Care/Grooming

It's important to remember that Boykin Spaniels, like all dogs, need daily exercise and to be properly

groomed. Routine coat trimming is recommended, particularly for dogs who work in the field because

their long, soft coats collect thorns and other debris. To avoid tangles in the dog's long hair, spraying

him with a leave-in conditioner for dogs is also a good idea.

Animal Care Center of NH
603-888-8088
NHPetCare.com

profpetsit@aol.com
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